Bugs/Glitches on stock maps
If u were pushed by that door, u could go under the map on that point.

From that point the nades are bouncing back...
With a little help you can jump under the map at that point.
"Blackwindows" on Destroyed Village, where you can shoot through the windows.

Sucking points on DV
Even when the door is closed, you can see through it from a certain angle.
Remagen commode

U cannot walk between these points

The fence disappears from this angle.
Can u see the enemy? Because he sees u...

The sun is shining through the closed door...

The weapons never disappear in the smoke.
The shadow goes through under the door
There is a refraction on the table. Where is that light coming from?
[Storie] "Ratara" has entered the battle.

[Storie] "Ratara" has joined the battle.
Manuel: "Katana" (Blue): Is that all you've got?
Rambler was machine gunned by Manuel "Yukiko" (Blue) in the upper torso.
Advised recently was machine gunned by mmm in the upper right arm.
"Rambler" "Katana" (Blue) lost his arm in his teeth.
"Rambler" "Katana" (Blue): Is that all you've got?
Manuel: "Yukiko" (Blue) is behind you.
"Rambler" "Katana" (Blue) was machine gunned by Manuel "Yukiko" (Blue) in the pubic.
Manuel: "Yukiko" (Blue) has joined the Allies.

---VRBIS---Shinji:
Jason 3 triggered on... [WMSS]: Bob downtown's grenade
---VRBIS---Shinji: Jason was machine gunned by Tony Wogan in the upper torso.
---VRBIS---Shinji: Jason was killed.
Jason is tipped on [WMSS] "Yukiko" (Blue) grenade.
"Rambler" "Katana" (Blue) was machine gunned by Low in the neck.
"Rambler" "Yukiko" (Blue) was machine gunned by Tony Wogan in the head.

You killed Jason X.
Jason has left the battle.
Thanks for:
Bulldozer, Bobby, Dolph!in, Xaviosz, Szuperferko
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